
electric height adjustable
desk

ASSEMBLY ＆ USE INSTRUCTIONS
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Using four (4) M6x10 Machine Screws (Part 8) to 

fix the Frames (Part 9) and Legs (Part 3).
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Using two(2) M6x14 Machine Screws (Part 6) to fix 

the Side Brackets (Part 7) and Frames (Part 9).

Using four(4)M6x35 Machine Screws (Part 1) to fix 

feet (Part 2) and legs (Part 3).
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Using four (4) M6x10 Machine Screws (Part 8) to fix 

another Frames (Part 4) and Legs (Part 3).
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Removing four (4) M6x10 Machine Screws from TS, and divide it into two parts.



Connecting diffrent parts and adjusting frame's width. 

Using twelve (12) M6x10 Machine Screws (Part 8) to fix the 

Frames.

Insert Control Box (Part 15) to frame. 

Complete assembly.
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Using twenty two (17) ST5x20 Wood Screws (Part 5) to fix 

the Table Desks with the Frames and Side Brackets (Part 7). 

Connect the cables and fix the Handset (Part 13) using two(2) 

ST4.2x16 Wood Screws(TS).
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Wiring diagram.

Height�Range
Base Width
Travel SPeed
Load Capacity
Duty Cycle

595-1245mm
1080-1800mm
35mm/s
1500N
10%. Max.2mins on, 18mins off
Soft start/stop
Adjustable leveling studs

1.Reset operation

Keep pressing the paddle down to the lowest height, release and keep pressing paddle for 5 seconds again 

till OLED display ”RST”, and back to normal digital No. to finish reset.  

2.Rise function

Hold the paddle up, the height adjustable table will rise, release the paddle, it will stop.

3.Down function

Hold the paddle down, the height adjustable table will go down, release the paddle, it will stop.

4.Set memory height position

1）Set memory height (lower than 90 cm) 

Press side button “M”, and   will appear. Press side button for one second to remember the current height 

position.   

 

 

A memory height position can be saved in the area below 90cm, and display   -2  

2）Set memory height position (Higher than 90 cm) 

Press side button “M”, and   will appear. Press side button for one second to remember the current height 

position.   

 

 

A memory height position can be saved in the area above 90cm, and display   -1  

3）Reach the sitting memory position 

Pressing down the paddle twice， the height adjustable table will automatically adjust to the sitting memory 

position.  

 

 
4）Reach the standing memory position

Pressing the paddle up twice, and the height adjustable table will automatically adjust to the standing memory

position after loosening 

 

 



5.Set up sedentary reminders

Keep pressing M button for 5seconds to enter the sedentary reminder interface

Click the M button again to enter the sub-menu, and select the reminder time with 30mins, 40mins, or 

50mins,

Click the M key again to confirm the time of sitting reminder.

You can also cancel the reminder time on same interface or return to the last interface.

6.Upper and lower limit

Keep pressing M button for 5seconds to enter the functional interface Upper and lower limit

Press the paddle up to the upper and lower limit interface, press M to enter the sub-menu, and then select 

upper limit, lower limit, or cancel limit, or return to the last interface.

7.Handset lock function

1）Open handset lock

Keep pressing M button for 5seconds to enter the sedentary reminder interface;

Pressing the paddle to select & enter the lock interface of the handset  

2）Unlock

After no operation for 10s, the lock mode will be entered, and the unlock reminder will appear after 

pressing any button. According to the reminder to unlock the table, and return to the normal digital display 

height interface.

8.Vibration mode

keep pressing M button for 5s to enter the functional interface

Pressing the paddle up to select & enter to the interface of vibration mode, press M button to enter the 

submenu, and then select one of vibration modes, close vibration, or return

Vibration is for sitting reminder, when you select this function, the corresponding vibration will appear.  

9.Abnormal display

When the OLED display “RST” or” E07”, “E08” , keep pressing the paddle down to the lowest height, 

release and keep pressing paddle for 5 seconds again till OLED display ”RST”, and back to normal digital 

No. to finish reset.  


